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Entry inspection and exchange of experience
The latest meeting of the working
group “Paper for Recycling” took place
at Renkum (NL) on 21st -22nd April
2015. The group was commendably
hostet by PARENCO and REPARCO
offered the option to see their new PfR
sorting plant. Christian Trieb presented INGEDE, its latest development
und news from recent events like the
CEN working group about European
standardisation and ERPC meeting
dealing with the deinking scorecard.
The topic “End of Waste” was passionately discussed even if no solution
was found. The results of a study of
Darmstadt university about the opportunities and limits of the use of mixed
papers were presented and the group
draw the conclusions from this that
there are too much obstacles which
are contrary to a practical use. Unfortunately there was not enough feedback within the 1st quarter to the annual questionnaire 2014 which would

have allowed to do a first evaluation
of the PfR database. The theme about
topics to be discussed in the future
has conquered wide space. Examples
are PfR collection concepts, entry inspection and quality monitoring systems, sorting and sorting plant control, materials causing problems at
paper mills and pulper rejects. On
some issues participants took over
the responsibility to follow up and to
prepare the theme for the next meetings. As usual the group spend some
time for the experience exchange
about the development of PfR quality
and observations at mills’ entry inspection. As always this was again a
fruitful discussion.
The next meeting is scheduled for 10th
–11th November. Place has to be
fixed, however East or South Germany
are in the focus.
Manfred Geistbeck

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
10–11 June 2015
GesPaRec-Workshop
Qualitätsmanagement Altpapier
(in German language)
Bad Herrenalb & Gernsbach,
Germany
__________________________

25 June 2015
INGEDE Project 147 15
CTP Disperstick
Grenoble, France
__________________________

30 Jun –02 Jul 2015
Zellcheming Expo
Frankfurt a.M., Germany

Deinking Process: working group between dirt specks and stickies
Like the last meeting of the working
group “Deinking Process” the meeting
took place in connection with the
working group “Paper for Recycling”.

In the first part of the meeting we discussed about deinkability data base
and about problems and observations
in the deinking process of the mills. In

the second session we focused on
stickies, in special microstickys and
how to measure them.
After the meeting PARENCO organized
a mill tour. A familiar face took us
through the paper mill: Krystyna
Frencken who former represented
PARENCO at INGEDE. The paper mill
has two graphic paper machines but
one was shut down in 2009. It is under discussion to reactivate this machine for packaging papers. The other
paper machine produces mainly SC-B
paper.
We thank REPARCO and PARENCO
very much for hosting our groups.
Also the next meeting of the working
group will again be connected to the
working group “Paper for Recycling”
and is scheduled for the 11th–12th
November.
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